Preferential amino acid sequences in alumina-catalyzed peptide bond formation.
The catalytic effect of activated alumina on amino acid condensation was investigated. The readiness of amino acids to form peptide sequences was estimated on the basis of the yield of dipeptides and was found to decrease in the order glycine (Gly), alanine (Ala), leucine (Leu), valine (Val), proline (Pro). For example, approximately 15% Gly was converted to the dipeptide (Gly(2)), 5% to cyclic anhydride (cyc(Gly(2))) and small amounts of tri- (Gly(3)) and tetrapeptide (Gly(4)) were formed after 28 days. On the other hand, only trace amounts of Pro(2) were formed from proline under the same conditions. Preferential formation of certain sequences was observed in the mixed reaction systems containing two amino acids. For example, almost ten times more Gly-Val than Val-Gly was formed in the Gly+Val reaction system. The preferred sequences can be explained on the basis of an inductive effect that side groups have on the nucleophilicity and electrophilicity, respectively, of the amino and carboxyl groups. A comparison with published data of amino acid reactions in other reaction systems revealed that the main trends of preferential sequence formation were the same as those described for the salt-induced peptide formation (SIPF) reaction. The results of this work and other previously published papers show that alumina and related mineral surfaces might have played a crucial role in the prebiotic formation of the first peptides on the primitive earth.